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GRAVITY

Ch. 3 (2-5)

NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION
1. Inertia
If at rest, continue at rest
If moving, continue moving (with the same velocity)
Mass (m, “amount of stuff”) quantifies inertia
2.

F=ma
Change in motion (quantified by acceleration, a) occurs
in response to a force

3. Action – Reaction
Body 1 acts on body 2
Body 2 reacts on body 1 with force of equal magnitude,
but opposite direction
Isaac Newton (1643–1727)

UNIVERSAL LAW OF GRAVITATION
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Force of gravity between
two masses M1, M2,
separated by a distance R
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Gravitational force from
M1 on M2

𝐹gravity

G is the universal
gravitational constant
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A special case of Newton’s 3rd Law
(action/reaction)

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF GRAVITY
𝐹gravity
Star

Planet 1
Planet 2
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𝑀star 𝑀planet
=𝐺
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If the mass of planet 2 is twice the mass of
planet 1, the gravitational force between the
star and planet 2 is also twice the force
between the star and planet 1

Planet 1

Planet 2

If planet 2 is twice as far from the star as planet 1 is, the gravitational force on
planet 2 is 1/22 = 1/4 (one-fourth) of the force between the star and planet 1. If it
were three times as far, the force would be 1/32 = 1/9 (one-ninth).

NET GRAVITATIONAL FORCE
Where is the net gravitational force (net pull) strongest?

A: greatest force
C: weakest (net) force ≈ 0
B,D: symmetric  ~same; less than A? need numbers and math!

LECTURE TUTORIAL

Newton’s Law and Gravity (pp. 29-32)

RANKING TASKS

Gravity (Ex. #2,3,7)

SPEED, VELOCITY, AND ACCELERATION
X: 60 MPH

Y: 60 MPH

• Speed: how far it goes in a certain amount of time
(e.g., 60 miles per hour)
• Velocity: speed + which way (direction)?
Objects X and Y have the same speed, but different velocities
• Acceleration: change in velocity (state of motion)

Earlier

Later

30 MPH

60 MPH

This car accelerated,

60 MPH

30 MPH

this one too, (“negative acceleration”)

30 MPH

30 MPH

and also this one (speed didn’t change,
but velocity did)

THE ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY
• It points directly towards the center of the “attractive” object (e.g., Earth)
• Acceleration is represented here with the purple arrow

It makes objects (like apples) fall

It also makes objects (like the Moon)
go around (orbit) the Earth
velocity (≠ acceleration)

CIRCULAR SATELLITE VELOCITY AND ESCAPE SPEED
What minimum velocity is required
to keep an object in orbit?
~8 km/s (~18,000 MPH)
(circular satellite velocity)

What minimum speed is required to escape Earth’s gravitational pull?
~11 km/s = escape speed

ESCAPE SPEED AND BLACK HOLES
𝑣=

2𝐺𝑀
𝑅

G = 6.67408 × 10–11 m3 kg–1 s–2
M in kilograms
R in meters

It’s more difficult to escape a massive object (M)
of small size (1/R)
If the escape speed is equal to the speed of light
(v = 3 x 108 m/s), nothing escapes  Black Hole!

Math challenge of the day:
- To what size (radius) should Earth (M = 5.974 x 1024 kg)
be reduced to become a black hole?
- Sun? M = 1.989 x 1030 kg
2𝐺𝑀
𝑅= 2
𝑣
Earth: 0.0086 m ≈ 9 mm
Sun:

2949.9 m ≈ 30 km ≈ 19 miles

NEWTON’S VERSION OF KEPLER’S THIRD LAW
Kepler’s Third Law:
Newton found, using his motion and gravity laws (plus Calculus, which he
invented BTW) a more precise relation:

where M1 and M2 are the masses of the Sun and a planet (in solar units).
Since M1 >> M2 (planet’s masses are tiny compared to the Sun’s mass)
 M1 + M2 ≈ M1 = 1 (one solar mass)  Kepler’s Third Law
This is an example of how scientific laws and theories get constantly revised,
improved, and are always open to debate
Newton’s theory of gravity is also “wrong” BTW  Einstein’s relativity!

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Earth-Moon hypothetical

𝐹gravity

𝑀1 𝑀2
=𝐺
𝑅2

LAB 1 : PLANETARY ORBITS
1. Complete handout
2. Take the quiz (LQ1)

NAAP Labs: http://astro.unl.edu/naap/
Technical issues?
1. Install Flash and enable it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lb8Niz4iS28

2. Ask for help:
- Computer-Assisted Learning Lab
(Bldg. 7, Rm. 2)
- Information Commons at eLearning
(Bldg. 16, 1st floor)
- E-mail (iramirez@tacomacc.edu)

